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1. About the Moodle platform
1.1 Introduction
Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide educators, administrators and students with
a single strong, secure and integrated system to create personalized learning environments.
That is the main reason why we chose this training platform for our project.
Moodle is built by the Moodle project which is led and coordinated by Moodle HQ, which is
financially supported by a network of over 80 Moodle Partner service companies worldwide.
Powering tens of thousands of learning environments globally, Moodle is trusted by institutions
and organisations large and small, including Shell, London School of Economics, State University
of New York, Microsoft and the Open University. Moodle’s worldwide numbers of more than 90
million users across both academic and enterprise level usage makes it the world’s most widely
used learning platform.
https://moodle.org/

1.2 Moodle resources
Resources


Plugins: TaskChain
miércoles, 17 de julio de 2019



Plugins: HotPot
miércoles, 17 de julio de 2019



Jobs: Moodle theme designer - Contract - Telecommute
lunes, 15 de julio de 2019



Jobs: Moodle/Plugin Developer - Contract - Telecommute
viernes, 12 de julio de 2019
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2. DC4JOBS Training platform FOR THE TEACHERS
This manual is guide by the idea that teachers formulate their own learning needs and
consequently direct their learning. We are confident on teachers' self-directed learning; a
concept derived from adult learning linked with the competences of self learning and adult
learning.
Trainers sometimes have a different perspective than teachers. Wikipedia says that training it is
the acquisition of knowledge that relates to specific useful skills. Teachers tend to pass on skills
which improve the learning abilities of their students in a more intangible cultural assimilation
process. Often professional development courses are viewed as training because their focus is
upon skill development.
It is not unusual for trainers to work in multicultural environments or to run a virtual business
via the web.
The purpose of this manual is to provide a general overview of the DC4JOBS environment; we
expected that as teacher you are able to develop self learning in Moodle features and adding
that teachers might find useful.
It may seem obvious to some but a good way to train teachers (or other trainers) how to use
moodle is through moodle. A few tips:
-- Know your audience. Start at the beginning just as you would teaching anyone anything.
-- Provide resources for more study. As much as we'd all like to think that every word we say is
memorized and applied, sometimes people need to go back and re-read (watch, etc) what was
taught and/or access it in another format.
-- Have trainees utilize the demo site to practice if they're nervous about making a mistake.
Consider creating your own demo course.
-- Remember to explore and go deeper in every section of the learning environment...
For more support:
https://moodle.org/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=148275
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DC4JOBS learning environment
The DC4JOBS learning environment is an on-line learning modules/ training: Based on the
Digital/Employability Competence Charter:





DC4JOBS Assessment tool
e-DC4JOBS Community / Network
e-DC4JOBS Academy
e-EMPLOYMENT data bank

It includes various modules and sections to support and improve the digital and employability
skills of young people with fewer opportunities. The modules are offered in an open learning
environment, friendly and easy to use at their own time, repeated as many times as the user
want.
In general the DC4JOBS environment represent an INTERACTIVITY AND INTERCONNECTIVITY - ON-LINE
ONE STOP SUPPORT CENTRE which include:
Figure 1: home page
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2.1 DC4JOBS Assessment tool
The on-line assessment service is designed to guide young people (participants) to create their PROFILE
and then self-assess their skills (stock-taking), attitudes, knowledge and practices in relation to the
aspects, benchmarks and indicators used in the Digital and Employability Competence Charter. The etool could be used also provide the opportunity to use peer-assessment using the Mentoring technique
which can provide constructive reflections on young people's digital literacy abilities needed for
employment.
Finally the tool provides the external-assessment for validation purposes for issuing a badge at three
levels according to endorsement procedures designed for the project:
Figure 2: Assessment tool page
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2.2 e-DC4JOBS Community / Network
e-DC4JOBS COMMUNITY/NETWORK: This option aims to create LINKS between various employers,
organisations, consultancy to inform young people for available jobs etc. The "Young People's DC4JOBS
NETWORK" will be initiated from the registration of YP in this section and will be finalised in IO7. It will
support the work of the project after its completion to ensure continuity, sustainability and exploitation
of results.
You can use this resource to promote the communication among the participants in the learning
environment:
Figure 3: OLE page
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2.3 e-DC4JOBS Academy
e-DC4JOBS ACADEMY: Experts, ICT professionals, public authorities etc. related to the project can be
registered to provide guidance and support to young people on issues relevant to skills acquisition for
digital literacy and employability.
we expect that the academy stimulate and empower even further the opportunities for digital and
employability acquisition for young people, to ensure continuous up-skilling since open access and
interconnectivity will be available, opportunities for open, free and self-regulated learning is enabled
and information, links, services will be provided:
Figure 4: Academy section
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2.4 e-EMPLOYMENT data bank
e-EMPLOYMENT DATA BANK: Various resources, e-tools, EU and National Reports, opportunities for
jobs, links with services, employers etc. will be uploaded for open access for the users. The material can
be organized in sections for easier use. For example e-tools to support writing a CV, presenting your self,
etc. An added value will be the function for Young People to post their comments and experiences or
upload other tools and resources:
Figure 5: Employment Data bank section
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3. DC4JOBS Training platform FOR THE STUDENTS
A user with the Student role in DC4JOBS learning environment can participate in the course activities
and view resources of the following sections:






DC4JOBS Assessment tool
e-DC4JOBS Community / Network
e-DC4JOBS Academy
e-EMPLOYMENT data bank

But not alter them or see the group gradebook. They can see their own grades if the teacher has
allowed this.
When a student first joins DC4JOBS learning environment they see all available courses. Once they have
enrolled or been enrolled into at least one course they then only see their own courses in the My
Courses section of the navigation block or via their dashboard.
A student's view and navigation in DC4JOBS learning environment will be different from the course
teacher's or from students assigned to a different group.
Administrators and Teachers determine how a student enrolls, and what they can do or see in a
DC4JOBS learning environment site. These permissions can vary with each course or with any of
Moodle's many kinds of activities. For example, in some contexts, students may correct or grade other
students' work.
This manual is designed to encourage you to explore everything in the DC4JOBS learning environment
and interact with other participants.
If you are a student on the DC4JOBS learning environment, here's a quick overview of the sections and
modules that you can expect to see when your sign in Moodle platform
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3.1 DC4JOBS Assessment tool
The on-line assessment service is designed to guide and support you to create your PROFILE and then
self-assess your skills (stock-taking), attitudes, knowledge and practices in relation to the aspects,
benchmarks and indicators used in the Digital and Employability Competence Framework designed in
this project. This e-tool could be used also to provide the opportunity to use peer-assessment using the
Mentoring technique which can provide constructive reflections on your digital literacy abilities needed
for employment and at the same time increasse your collaborative skills.
And last but not least this tool provides the external-assessment for validation purposes for issuing a
badge at three levels according to endorsement procedures designed for the project, therefore if you
want to get your bagde in Digital Skills, this is your chance!
Figure 2: Assessment tool page
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3.2 e-DC4JOBS Community / Network
e-DC4JOBS COMMUNITY/NETWORK: This is your tool for communication and sharing ideas and point of
views and also is your best option to create LINKS with the other participants, organisations and at the
same time get consultancy to inform you for available jobs etc. We call it "Young People's DC4JOBS
NETWORK" and it is waiting for you to be initiated with your mesages and with your ideas.
You can send your mesages as soon as you get enrolled in the course but you can ask to your teacher or
trainer about the best way to get registration in this section. It will support the work of the group after
its completion to ensure continuity, sustainability and exploitation of work developed.
You can use this resource to start the communication among the participants in the learning
environment:Figure 3: OLE page
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3.3 e-DC4JOBS Academy
e-DC4JOBS ACADEMY: even when you are going to learn and share in all the sections of the DC4JOBS
learning environment, it is here where you can find Experts, ICT professionals, public authorities etc.
related to the project to provide guidance and support to you on issues relevant to skills acquisition for
digital literacy and employability.
We expect that the academy stimulate and empower even further your opportunities for digital and
employability acquisition and we want to ensure continuous up-skilling since open access and
interconnectivity will be available, as well as the opportunities for open, free and self-regulated
learning.
Therefore this is your better option to get information, links, services and also training:
Figure 4: Academy section
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3.4 e-EMPLOYMENT data bank
e-EMPLOYMENT DATA BANK: Here, you are going to find various resources, e-tools, EU and National
Reports, opportunities for jobs, links with services, employers etc. All this information will be uploaded
for open access for you.
The material can be organized in sections for easier use. For example e-tools to support writing a CV,
presenting yourself, etc. An added value will be the function for you to post their comments and
experiences or upload other tools and resources:
Figure 5: Employment Data bank section
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4. Tutorials
This section is a quick visual guide to perform some actions on the platform. It is designed following the
step-by-step methodology and it is addressed for teacher with a normal/medium user skills, but if you
need more support or any additional clarification, you can find more details in the links provided in the
resources section of this manual.
Step-by-step methodology: All the processes described in the step-by-step methodology are standard
moodle protocols and can be replicated on any other Moodle platform, so we have simplified the
instructions by limiting them to visual support, since the only problem is to identify the screens to
perform the actions.

Screen 1 – Step 1

Screen 2 – step 2

Screen 3 – step 3
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4.1 How to enrol new people in the Training platform
Following the next steps
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4.2 How to add badges in the training platform
Following the next steps
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4.3 How to add an assesment in the training platform
Following the next steps:
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4.4 How to add a resource in the training platform
Following the next steps:
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